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NEWS RELEASE BY ONLINE CASINOS

The gambling industry has garnered a strong following over the years, especially with the recent

pandemic and people looking to engage in entertainment while in quarantine.

The world of online casinos has provided solace for these people and one such online casino is

My Stake Casino and Betting Site.

 Already have an account? Sign into your My Stake Casino account right here 

My Stake Casino Welcome Bonus

Every online casino has its own welcome bonuses which are implemented to entice new players to

sign up with their respective online casinos. These bonuses are basically funds that get deposited

into your account upon you funding your account.

Usually, there are specific match-up bonuses that the online casino will add to your account. For

example, a match-up bonus of 100% means that the casino will deposit the same amount that you

had deposited into your account. Therefore, what this means is that you will have twice the betting

power than you originally had.

Now, we know what you are currently thinking. You are probably thinking of just withdrawing the

additional amount of funds that was deposited into your account and making you twice as rich.

Fat Hope! This would be a poor business proposition and the operator would probably go bust

within a day. There are certain guidelines and rules that you have to adhere to before you are able

to withdraw these funds from your account.

More often than not, operators require you to play a certain number of specific games, with a

minimum threshold of bets that you are require to place per game. Only once have you fulfilled

these requirements, you can withdraw the money from your account.

Currently, My Stake Casino offers a welcome casino bonus of up to 150% capped at 200 USD/euros

and 100% up to 1000 USD/euros, cashback, free spins, and many more. Compared to existing

casinos in the market, the bonuses offered are pretty average and therefore we do not think that

the bonuses should be part of your evaluation criteria, before deciding to commit with My Stake

Casino. Therefore, if you are someone who is looking for online casinos with a generous welcome

bonus, then you will probably want to give My Stake Casino a skip.
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 Collect 150% up to 200 Bonus 

   

What are the best My Stake Casino alternatives and
sister sites?

Founded in 2022 and designed with both desktop and mobile players in mind, Spicy Jackpots

Casino is powered by some of the leading game designers and developers. Look forward to

exciting gameplay wherever you are!

There are countless online casinos in the market, and to read through every review would be

extremely time-consuming and almost impossible. However, if you want to be assured of having a

great time with a great gaming experience, then Hustles Casino is the one for you.

If you are a fresh online casino goer who is looking to gain some experience through online casino

gameplay and are not too concerned with flash and graphics, then BetSwagger online casino

could be an ideal one for you.

Slot goers who are looking for exciting themes and variations, do check out Iwinfortune Online

Casino. It offers a wide selection of slots that you can choose from. Each of these slots has a

theme to them, which makes the entire gameplay exciting.

If you are someone who is a fan of live games and are looking to immerse yourself in a surreal

gaming experience, then you will want to consider Winstler Online Casino. Founded in 2022, the

casino has quickly branded itself as one of the top choices for casino goers.

Best My Stake Casino Sister Sites

�. 100 Free Spins - Spicy Jackpots  
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�.   Best Live Games - Hustles Casino 

�. New Casino - Winstler 

�. 200 Free Spins - I win Fortune   

�. Great for Mobile - Lucky Wins 

�. 18+ Games - PlayHub

�. Top new Site - GoldenBet 

�. Top Rated - Mr. Sloty 

�. Top Overall - 4Crowns Casino 

My Stake Welcome Sports Bonus

With the explanation in the earlier segment, you now have a brief understanding of what welcome

bonuses are. Now, let me just convolute things a little and introduce a new term to you – Welcome

Sports Bonus. Welcome Sports Bonus are basically bonuses that are offered to bettors who place

bets using the Sportsbook offered by a particular online casino. The way it works is the same and

these bonuses are typically offered only for the very first deposit that you have made into your

account.

For My Stake Casino, there is currently a 100% bonus of up to 500 USD/euros, and you can only get

these bonuses when you place a bet using the Sportsbook. Similarly to welcome bonuses, there

are certain rules and requirements that you have to fulfil before you are able to withdraw the

amount within your account.

For My Stake, there is a wagering requirement of 10 times the deposit and bonus amount on a

minimum of 2 events each. This means that you will have to place bets on two separate sporting

events to even qualify for this bonus. For example, placing bets on two separate football matches

will fulfil the 2 minimum events requirements. However, still, note that there is the 10 times wagering

requirement which would be the tougher criteria to fulfill.

 Collect 100% up to 500 Bonus 

Welcome Crypto Bonus

Now, for those who are users of cryptocurrencies, you are not forgotten. Also, you will be pleased

to know that My Stake Casino offers a welcome bonus for those who fund their accounts using

Cryptocurrency. My Stake Casino currently accepts a wide range of cryptocurrencies. Some of

these include BTC, LTC, ETH, XRP, BCH, USDT, XMR, and DASH. Deposits between a range of 20

and 600 USD/euros will be awarded a 170% match-up bonus, and the maximum bonus per deposit

is capped at 1000 euros.
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However, note that these bonuses are only applicable on your first crypto deposit, and the

wagering requirement is 30 times the deposit and bonus amount. A word of caution, make sure that

the wallet that your cryptocurrency is based in, is able to support transactions between the

casinos that you have chosen.

The last thing you want is to fund a cryptocurrency wallet, only to realise that it does not support

transactions to online casinos or to the particular one that you have selected.

 Collect 170% up to 1000 Bonus 

How to set up an account at My Stake Casino

Hopefully, the above bonuses are sufficient in keeping you glued to your screens and wanting to

find out more about My Stake online casino. There are still more fun stuff to read in subsequent

segments. However, we need you to be patient with us as we dwell on more administrative and

important matters. In this segment, we will be highlighting the steps and crucial things to take note

of when setting up an account at My Stake Casino. So if you have already decided to open an

account with My Stake Casino, then this segment is for you.

Generally, setting up an account with My Stake Casino is an extremely easy process that is guided

and laid out clearly for you. All you have to do is to click on the “Sign Up” button located at the

top right hand corner of the webpage. Once you have clicked on it, you will be directed to the

registration page. Key in your details according to the different categories at each row, and once

you are done, click on “Finish”. Now, your account is all set up! But wait, there is still a crucial step

that you have to complete before you can commence playing all the wonderful games that are

offered.

Once you are done with the above, it is time for you to fund your account. Depending on the

method of funding, you will have to link that account to your My Stake Casino account. Also, the

method that you have selected will determine how fast funds can be transferred to your casino

account. Another thing to note is that, once you have funded your account, you will automatically

be enrolled in the various welcome bonuses that were mentioned above, so there is no need to

worry that you will be missed out.

 Set up an account at My Stake Casino 

My Stake Casino Features

Now that you have completed the registration process and have successfully funded your

account, let me take you through some of the key features that My Stake has to offer and what

you can expect from it. To do so, it is necessary to bore you with some of the histories of the

casino itself.

My Stake was first initiated in 2020 during the peak of the COVID-19 pandemic period, making it

one of the recent online casinos in the market today. My Stake is regulated and licensed by the
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Curacao Gambling Commission and is owned by OnyxioN Development Limited. The software

development is established and governed under the laws of Curacao and all their gambling

operations are licensed as well. Therefore, you can be assured of the validity and reliability of My

Stake.

With that, it also means that the online casino has graphics that are pretty modern and will

definitely be to the liking of youths today. The casino offers a wide range of games from slots, to

table games, sports betting, and many others. Therefore, you can be assured to find something to

your liking. The platform is easy to use and the interface is extremely intuitive for beginners to

navigate around. Therefore, you will never find yourself in a situation where you are just lost and

unsure of where you should be clicking. Mind you, this phenomenon is actually pretty common for

newbies on many other sites.

For those who are looking to experience a sudden windfall, you might want to consider joining the

casino’s live casino jackpot games, where you get the chance to win a massive prize. Of course,

the odds of winning are low, but then again, you never know if you could be the lucky one that

day.     

My Stake Casino Games

Aforementioned in the previous section, there are multiple games that are being offered on My

Stake Casino, and this is the segment where I will be going through the various domains and some

of the more interesting games that the casino has to offer. So read on to find out more about the

games that you can expect. For a start, there are over 6000 games at My Stake for you to choose

from so be prepared to be bedazzled by the wide range of scintillating games available.

For those who are looking for sports-related games, you will be pleased to know that My Stake

has a sports section which offers a wide range of live games where you can place bets on. These

live games include football matches like the Champions League, FIFA World Cup, and some other

interesting live games that you might probably not have encountered before. In addition, the odds

offered at My Stake is serious some of the better ones that I have seen so far. Other than sports,

you can also place bets on eSports and the casino covers a huge variety of them including

Counter-Strike, Valorant, Call of Duty, and many others. So if you are interested in placing bets

then My Stake is something that you should seriously consider.

In terms of casino games, the casino possesses an arsenal of games fuelled and powered by some

of the leading providers such as Push Gaming, Realtime Gaming, iSoft Bet, Pragmatic Play, Red

Tiger, Tom Horn, and many others. My Stake has an extremely popular rating for its casino games

and the reasons are obvious.

The games are thrilling and stable, and payouts are generous as well. For those who are interested

only in slots, the casino hosts some of the most popular slots that one can find such as Book of My

Stake, Sweet Bonanza, Razor Shark, and Gates of Olympus just to name a few. For those who are

more interested in table games, you can try your hands at the multiple variations of Bingo Games,
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Poker Games, Black Jacks, and many others. We would also strongly encourage you to try their

video games, specifically their video poker, where you get to experience the atmosphere of a

physical casino, from the comfort of your home. It is an extremely surreal experience that is bound

to provide you with a one-of-a-kind gaming experience.

Is My Stake Casino on Gamstop?

Now, if you are a seasoned online casino goer, then this segment will be something important to

you. For those who are beginners, you will probably not get the importance of this segment, but

nonetheless, I would encourage you to pay some attention to it.

The short answer to this segment is no. My Stake casino is not on Gamstop. For the benefit of the

newbies, we deem it necessary to go through what Gamstop is all about. In essence, Gamstop is

the United Kingdom’s self-exclusion program, which seeks to tackle the problem of pathological

gambling. Without a doubt, problematic gambling can result in multiple social and economic

issues and are definitely not the intention of online casinos. However, from time to time, we get

people who are addicted to gambling, and in the midst of playing, they could potentially lose

more than what they can afford, which could push them toward crime.

Therefore, Gamstop was implemented together with some of the online casino operators to help

sieve out these problematic gamblers, and help them kick the habit of gambling, by preventing

them from even assessing the online casino. The way it works is that players who perceive

themselves or are perceived by others as problem gamblers are required to register their personal

particular on Gamstop. Thereafter, online casinos that are on Gamstop will automatically block

and prevent these problematic gamblers from accessing their sites. The problem with this is that

there are no ways of removing your details from Gamstop once you have registered with them. This

means that once you deem yourself free of gambling addiction and wish to indulge in a couple of

games on these online casinos, you will continue to be banned from accessing these sites.

Fortunately, you will still be able to continue to access online casinos not registered with Gamstop,

and My Stake is one of them.

Deposit and withdrawal methods at My Stake Casino

My Stake Casino offers a wide range of convenient payment methods for both deposits and

withdrawals allowing you to find something that is to your comfort. These methods include debit

and credit cards, bank transfers, eWallets, and of course, Cryptocurrencies. Do note that there is a

minimum amount for both withdrawals and deposits which is common across all payment

methods, and is fixed at 20 euros.

The commonly used methods in funding one’s account would definitely be both Visa and

MasterCard, either debit or credit cards. Therefore, if you are unsure of the various payment

methods, there is always Visa and MasterCard to fall back on. Depending on where you live and



the bank that you currently have funds in, it might be possible to fund your online casino account

via wire transfers.

However, we would advise against bank transfers given that there tend to be hidden transaction

fees and costs involved. In addition, there is a huge chance that you will lose out on currency

exchanges, especially if your bank rates are not that favourable. Finally, you can of course rely on

cryptocurrencies to fund your account. However, it is important to make sure that your existing

wallet allows you to transfer these cryptocurrencies into the online casino account, and be sure to

check the type of coins that the online casino accepts.

For withdrawals, the online casino offers a wide range of methods for you to choose from as well

which is good and something that is important to consider as well. The minimum withdrawal

amount is 20 euros and capped at 15000 euros per week. Do note that direct bank transfers to any

bank account is processed and highlighted in your bank statement within 3 working days, so do

not be alarmed if you do not see the transaction immediately.

 Visit My Stake Casino 

Is My Stake Casino safe?

One of the most common questions when it comes to online casinos would be whether that

particular online casino is safe. This is a valid question and we are not surprised that such a

question is being asked, given the high frequency of frauds involving online casinos. One way to

assess whether a particular online casino is safe or not would be to make sure that the online

casino is licensed. To do so, it means first checking the online casino site to make sure that it is

licensed by a valid regulatory body.

Next, you will want to verify this information on the regulatory website itself and check whether

the particular online casino is indeed listed on its site. Very often, scam sites would indicate that

they carry the license of specific regulatory bodies, only to realise that such information displayed

on their site is fake. However, if you follow what I did, then you can be assured that the particular

online casino is indeed licensed and regulated.

Next, you will want to make sure that your personal card details are protected and chances of

them leaking out is low. To be certain of this, you will want to make sure that the online casino

implements the latest encryption technology which helps protect your personal data and

information from being stolen. You will also be pleased to know that there is an anti-fraud policy

that was implemented that only you can withdraw money from your account to the designated

personal account that you had linked it to from the beginning, making all transactions extremely

safe.

Of course, if your bank account gets hacked, then that would pretty much derail the entire anti-

fraud policy. The key to keeping your account safe would be to keep all personal information to

yourself and not share it freely with other people. With that, My Stake Online Casino is safe.   
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Advantages of My Stake Casino

If you are lost with whatever I have written about My Stakes above, then you will want to pay a

closer attention to this segment, for I will be going through the advantages of My Stake Online

Casino. For a start, the online casino offers a plethora of games for people to choose from, and

you are bound to find something to your liking. Second, the online casino accepts players from

multiple nations and therefore minimising the risk of being blocked out of the casino based on

your nationality. Third, the online casino is one of the rare online casinos out there accepting

cryptocurrencies as payment, and also offers a welcome bonus for cryptocurrency deposits. In

addition, it accepts a wide range of coins as compared to some of the other online casinos that

would probably only accept BitCoins as a form of payment. Finally, My Stake Casino has a 24/7

live chat feature which is extremely important especially when you encounter any glitches during

your course of gameplay. When such a situation arises, it is extremely comforting to know that

there is someone readily available to assist you.

Disadvantages of My Stake Casino

In the above segment, I have listed down the advantages of My Stake Casino. However, there are

no perfect online casinos out there in the market, and there is always room for improvement.

Similarly, there are downsides to My Stake Casino as well. First, certain game providers are

unavailable in some nations. This means that you might not be able to access the entire plethora

of games available, depending on the country that you reside in. However, if you live in some of

the developed countries, you are less likely to be affected by this. Second, not all payment

methods are accepted globally. This is something not limited to My Stake but is something quite

common amongst various online casinos out there. Therefore, it is important to make sure that you

pick a payment method that is accepted depending on where you live in. Third, the online casino

does not offer any loyalty program or VIP service. Usually, such programs allow you to earn points

through every gameplay and you can then exchange these points for other benefits.

Does My Stake Casino have a No Deposit Bonus?

No deposit bonus as the name suggests refers to bonuses that are issued out to players who have

yet to fund their account and the casino does it for you. Basically, you will be playing with the

money from the online casino. The purpose of that is to allow you to experience some of the

games in a fail-safe environment, without the fear of losing your deposited capital. Unfortunately,

My Stake Casino does not offer a No Deposit Bonus.

Can I play at My Stake Casino if I am signed up for
Gamstop?

As I have mentioned previously, only casinos that are registered with Gamstop are obliged and

automatically programmed to block people who have signed up to Gamstop. Given that My Stake



is not registered on Gamstop, it is likely that you will be able to continue playing on My Stake,

even if you are signed up for Gamstop.

My Stake Casino conclusion

The Casino has operated for almost 2 years and has been garnering good reviews from players.

Moreover, it has remained one of the more popular online casinos for both seasoned players and

newbies. There are good reasons for it, all of which are listed above throughout the entire article.

Nevertheless, it is always important to do your own research before committing to a specific online

casino. After all, you will be using your hard-earned money, and you definitely do not want to lose

them. Nevertheless, given the number of positives that My Stake has, we would strongly

encourage you to give it a try.

 Visit My Stake Casino Here 

 

onlinecasinos.site is a platform created by casino players for everyone. We strive to offer

fellow players a platform that addresses every aspect of online gambling.

 

The information on this site is for entertainment purposes only.

 

Gambling comes with its fair share of risks and it's important to recognize that when using

online gambling sites.

 

The Casino sites listed hold a Curacao gambling license and players from around the

world can legally play. Wins are taxed.

 

While we review different gambling sites, you should check with local laws in your area

before gambling online. Also, all gambling sites and our guides are rated 18+ only.

 

If you have a gambling addiction problem or anyone you know does, call the National

Gambling Helpline at 1-800-522-4700. In addition, the following free gambling addiction

resources can be of help:

http://www.gamblersanonymous.org/

https://u.newsdirect.com/6lbsm-MyyVl2wcqZP9K4rz3LKCkpKLbS10_P10tMS8vMyUwsSc2tLC5JzE7VS87P1S_LLM4s0bdPKkm0NTQ3MTc1slTLS860NTU2N1YrLcmNT07MLUjMTM-zzUspSi1jyEstL84oTWIwNAAEAAD__w2lAfZA1kI9_7aSlrwDXY1oVzBMpMuDSDjZ1d9A


http://www.ncpgambling.org/

http://www.gamblingtherapy.org/
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